MDOT Training Wheels On-Road Bicycle Facility Design Training

Training Wheels is an educational course on the planning and design of on-road bicycle facilities. It consists of two hours of classroom instruction on the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, followed by an on-road, **on bike portion**. During this portion participants casually ride through the community, analyzing types of on-road facilities available. There are many stops to point out potential facility types, followed by lunch and a classroom design exercise, questions from participants and a brief wrap-up.

**Class Size:** Maximum of 25 people and is intended to accommodate all levels of users.

**Continuing Education Credits:** This course is eligible for Continuing Education Hours (CEH) for Professional Engineers (PE). Certified Planners may self-report Certification Maintenance (CM) hours.

**Required Materials:** A bicycle and helmet are required. Communities may provide assistance for participants needing help obtaining these for the class. We will bike, **rain or shine**.

For further information, please contact: MDOT-TrainingWheels@michigan.gov

**Check back for information regarding 2018 training!**